Construction of an internal standard used in RT nested PCR for Borna Disease Virus RNA detection in biological samples.
The highly neurotropic Borna Disease Virus (BDV), which belongs to the Mononegavirales order--Bornaviridae family--is generally detected using the RT-nested-PCR. If false positive results (often caused by laboratory contaminations) can be avoided, some false negative results which are mostly due to inhibitory effects of some reaction components and/or to sample preparation errors, can occur. Thus, in order to control the RT-PCR sample, an RNA internal standard molecule named "mimic" was constructed with the same primer recognition sites as the viral nucleic acids, flanking a heterologous DNA fragment of distinct molecular weight. Because of their different sizes, the mimic and viral PCR products can be easily discriminated by agarose gel electrophoresis. The co-amplification of both BDV and mimic RNA was performed on infected cells and on biological tissues such as the brain and blood, commonly known to contain PCR inhibitor components. After mimic sensitivity studies were achieved (2.5 fg of "p40 RNA mimic" and 0.25 fg of "p24 RNA mimic"), the competitive amplification reaction between both BDV and mimic RNA was performed on these tissues. The results confirmed that nervous tissue has an inhibitory effect on RT-PCR, which supports the necessity of BDV detection by a higher sensitive method such as RT nested PCR. Moreover, these results confirmed the interest of an internal standard for BDV RNA detection in biological samples.